Assessment Information
Mission Geography Module 3, Investigation 1: Logs 1 and 2
Let’s go to the mall

**Log 1**
Additional features may include:
g) A public bus system and
h) Being near a large population center.

As the three **most important features** for a mall to be near, students may select:
a. A four-lane road or interstate highway
c. A residential neighborhood
h. Being near a large population center.

They may say that these features make it easy for a large number of people to get to the mall. Students may select other features and offer reasons for those choices.

As the three **least important features** for a mall to be near, students may select
b. A manufacturing area
d. A neighborhood shopping area
e. An elementary school

They may say that these features may cause conflicts with the traffic coming in and out of the mall. Students may select other features and offer reasons for those choices.

**Log 2**
An example is provided in the Log.